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RTI PRESIDENTS MESSAGE
Dear Friends, fellow tablers ....

Main RTI Events
RTI World Meeting, Sweden: 13-16th August 2015
To view the full list of submitted events, visit the
RTI Website www.rtinternational.org
To have your event published on the website,
submit the information to pro@rtinternational.org
Deadline for submission of articles is the 10th
of each month. Please send articles in the
format of a News release (in MS word)
together with relevant pictures separately
(max. 4 per article) to publish.

I need to start this report with a difference.....
This issue of newsflash is with our side by side
organisation Ladies Circle International, this is a
once a year arrangement that sees both organisation’s join together in a news letter and we
take it in turn with the production, this year it is
RTI and in agreement with LCI President Chantess this year we have
also included the Presidents of the RT Family, that are supporting and
working hard on the partnership through All4Nepal campaign.... this
has truly been an amazing experience to be apart of and see all the
clubs working together and also including WoCo Foundation, the first
time in the history of all 6 Organisations have pulled together “Making
a Difference” for one cause, and I thank them for there continued
commitment and support!
With Ladies Circle International development on side by side, both
the Presidents and our Vice Presidents had a joint meeting, and this
is something that we are looking to continue and so we have updated
the Memorandum of Understanding to help move the support for each
other and Associations to grass root level forward for the better.
So following on with the theme of side by side a quick update on

’s monthly quote:
There is a difference between
intrest and commitment. When you are interested
in doing something, you do it only when it’s conveinient. When you’re committed to something,
you accept no excuses; only results!
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All4Nepal, the RT Nepal guys haven’t slowed down on what they have
been doing, and making the press and getting National recognition
for there efforts as they rightly deserve, I recently had a meeting with
Tabler Akash Golchha who has taken on the role of chairman of the
project and coordinating things ahead. We had a great meeting and
now the focus is on the phase 2, which is not relief but building the
future. First part is to build some Temporary Learning Centers (TLC)
so that the children can get back into classrooms and learning, the
TLC’s will be a steel structure and metal roof so that they are strong
and last if another heaven forbid quake happens. Once things have
developed and moving forward part two will be building classrooms,
the TLC’s already built can be further built on with walls etc to create
a classroom so they are not wasted build, but a quick build solution to
get education moving. With the funds currently raised we are already
over €220,000.00 and this is an truly amazing amount, some of this
has already been used funding the relief support and medical supplies
needed. This is an awesome amount and far above the initial aspirations and a large part of this is to the great fundraising of RT Family in
Germany!!
So what’s your club, area, national association doing to help make
a difference, every donation made is going to the rebuilding of the
education facilities and as we don’t have the overheads of large
charities it will all be spent where it needs to be! So come on help

make a difference, even small amount helps,
or buy some pins to sell, all available as well as
updates through www.all4nepal.org thank you
in advance for embracing and empowering the
children of the future of Nepal!
So following on from my last newsflash and
visits, I attended RT France Agm, this was a
amazing event to be apart of and some great
tabling and circling took place as this is a joint
AGM weekend with over 800 attending, the
theme was 1930’s and there was some great
efforts in dressing up seen. The weather was
brilliant, as well as the town and area to be in.....
was great to see the two Arnaud’s finish there
year as National President and IRO in style and
with the handover on Sunday after the AGM
and party was a memorable experience and to
see so much passion and emotion in one room!
Wishing President Laurent a awesome year
ahead!
Next was a trip to Thailand, we don’t have a
Association there but this was the place that
was decided to hold the ASPA regional meeting
that was organised through RT India and what a
great event named “rock Bangkok” and we definitely did that with one of the biggest attended
ASPA meetings in many years. I also attended
with the RTI Board and we held our Board
meeting over the weekend working on our milestones and looking to the future, we even had a
meeting in the minibus whilst transferring from
Pattaya to Bangkok and utilising all time we
could together. Attending the ASPA Agm was
as very well organised event and congratulations to all involved, this was definitely the next
level achieved, and the work hard and play hard
ethos was definitely true of the weekend.... ASPA
Chairman Harish reports covers the details!

Finally my last trip for this release was the attendance at the RT
Germany Agm in Villingen – Schwenningen in the Black Forest region,
what a lovely town and people it is. The venue for the AGM and party’s
where brilliant with over 800 in attendance over the weekend was a
well attended event. The local club that organised put on an amazing
weekend and RT Germany should be proud to have 100 international
guests too, proves it’s a well support Association and the great year
under President Sascha. The Agm was well attended and to be able
to learn about all the service project and the sheer size of them is truly
awesome, with a new youth camp officially opening after two years of
fund raising and building the site, I visited the site in February and still
had a lot to do, however commitment has proven anything is possible
and its not benefitting many young people, even other Associations
are looking to utilise. Then there is the Christmas convoy.... well what
can I say, over 75,000 parcels are collected and distributed in other
countries from Germany, I understand why this has won the International community service project in past, and its still growing each
year! You think that is amazing, well what is awesome is that since the
Nepal disaster the RT Family in Germany have been collection and
have raised over €150,000.00 and they have already sent €30,000.00
of this over in medical supplies to RT Nepal to distribute.... this is something that truly shows side by side and what can be done if you want
it to happen!! Then to go onto to have there Gala dinner in the ice
hockey arena (without the ice) was another first for me and again this
weekend truly summed up “only in Tabling” can we have these experiences and made all the richer as we are with friends! Wishing the new
National Board under President Holger great year ahead!
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As with all these trip its great to see other tablers and circlers travelling
to each other events and I have met some great people that I know I
can call friends and that’s through International travelling at its best,
as when we travel we get the best hospitality and see the best parts of
these countries.... only in Tabling!
So what’s ahead next......well many trips but the big one is the EMA
region in Cyprus on 26th-28th June, then we have as mentioned
before the biggest meeting of all the RTIWM in Visby, Sweden and the
bookings for this event will be closing 10 of July and afterwards that
the fee will be raised with €95, so you guys need to get booked NOW
and support these clubs and more importantly tabler friends that are
spending all their time organising the event for us to enjoy and experience new things and meet new friends... so get booking!
Some of my future travel arrangements are below:
EMA region meeting 26th-28th June - Cyprus				
RT Nepal AGM 30th July – 2nd August – Kathmandu			
RTIWM 12th – 16th August – Party Island, Visby, Sweden
...See you THERE!
		
Enjoy your tabling, enjoy International tabling and see you around
somewhere soon.... and don’t forget support www.All4Nepal.org !!
YiiT
Jason Thomson - JT: RTI President 2014/15

RTI VICE PRESIDENTS MESSAGE
EXTENSION IN THE ASPA REGION
Having just completed a very successful ASPA
meeting earlier this month, I would like to share
the progress of Extension in the region.
1. RT India grew by an amazing 600 Tablers this year, with 30 new
tables formed all over the country. It has been their highest growth
to date, in a year.
2. RT India are in the process of re-chartering RT Bangladesh this year.
3. RT New Zealand grew by one table and is planning a second extension this year.
4. RT Philippines is planning on extending 2 further tables in the
incoming year. I am also very proud to announce that they will host
the ASPA meeting in 2017.
5. RT Singapore will extend a further table, to a total of 3 tables in
Singapore over the next 3 months
6. RT Singapore and RT India will extend into Malaysia over the next
9-12 months
7. RT Sri Lanka are planning to extend 2 tables in Sri Lanka, for the 1st
time out of Colombo in the next 9 months
8. RT Sri Lanka are also planning to extend a table in Australia this
coming year

RTI AFRICA REGION
CHAIRMANS MESSAGE
After leaving the Africa Region AGM in Dubai,
Adri and I landed in cold Auckland to start a
two week trip visiting 9 of the 11 Tables in New
Zealand. The Table in Auckland is just getting
restarted thanks to the effort of a South African
Tabler Gerhard Greyling who has immigrated
and has 4 members so far, they are all ready looking at starting a Table
in the northern suburbs.
It was great to see many of the Tables getting in younger members
especially Gore and Mosgiel. Christchurch carries on growing and it’s
founding member Mark Smith now elected as Membership Officer
for RTNZ will try spin some of his Social Media magic country wide to
assist with getting young men to join.
The trip was on behalf of the World Membership Committee with the
intent of assisting the existing Tables to grow younger and grow in
members.
The trip was successful and I’m sure we will be seeing more of the

Round Table has a lot o potential in Asia. With over 25% of Asia’s
population between the ages of 20-40 and over 1/3 of the worlds
population living in Asia there is huge room for growth.
Extension is the result of hard work, be it an association or an individual. For this a huge thank you has to go out to all those involved in
extensions from the 1 table in New Zealand to the 600 tablers in India.
Thanks for your commitment and hard work.
Yiit
Altaf Jeevunjee: RTI Vice President 2014/15
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RT New Zealand guys in the future. Their new
President Jason Walker and Vice-President
Leon Maritz will both be traveling to RTI World
Meeting in Visby.
Next on the itinerary was hot and humid
Thailand for the Asia Pacific Region AGM, well
attended by the region especially RT India. The
region has really got behind the guys in Nepal in
assisting in the rebuilding process.
The Zimbabwe Area recently held their Area
AGM and it was good to hear their recommitment to rebuilding the RT Central Africa
Association.
A reminder to all Associations, please send
through you Association Reports as soon as
possible after your AGM’s to myself and your
Regional Chairman. I will send out a mass mail
shortly to remind all.
Brett Tungay: Africa Region Chairman &
RTI Secretary 2014/15

RTI EMA CHAIRMANS MESSAGE

ASPA CHAIRMANS MESSAGE

Round Table Community
Service Projects on Facebook
Have you noticed there is a new group on Facebook called Round Table Community Services
Projects? It’s there for you to share your project
with tablers and the public anywhere.
One of the perks of being the EMA chairman is the opportunity to
travel and see all the Round Table Community Service projects. I’ve
visited Round Table in more than 20 countries. While we always had
productive meetings, rich cultural experiences, close fellowship and
great parties I left every single time amazed by the things you guys
come together and do for other people. I feel blessed to experience
your stories, to see your presentation and to share your well-earned
pride.
But I also think it’s a shame that so little of these great achievements
is known beyond our meeting room, your table and the beneficiaries of
your effort. You might say your projects are well heard of. And sure they
might be known in your vicinity, by your partners or in some rare cases
indeed be famous, like the Luxemburg Duck Race and few more. But
I can tell you that apart from our RTI president Jason, I’m probably,
the most travelled tabler this year. If I, also serving as RTI Community
Services Officer, haven’t seen your project before, tablers in general
certainly know less about it. Not to mention the public. I think this is a
huge opportunity for recognition, but more important, for marketing,
collaboration and sharing this great movement.

Dear Friends in Tabling,
Warm greetings and best wishes to you and you
family!!!
It’s gives me great pleasure to share with you
that we had a very eventful ASPA AGM on June
5th at Thailand. It was very well represented by
RT India , RT Srilanka, RT Nepal, RT Philippines,
RT Hongkong & RT Singapore.
The icing on the cake was the presence of the
entire international board at the ASPA AGM
and the RTI Board meeting held on 4th June.
My compliments and Thanks to RT India and Tr
Naveen Giria, the Convener for the ASPA AGM

That’s why we decided to create the group. It’s been around for a few
months and received an impressive amount of likes considering there
isn’t much content yet. It’s a global add and collaboration space for
your Round Table Community Service project. It’s there. It’s free to use.
It’s up to you to make it a living success. All you need to do is post a
presentation or a link to your project. Please do it now!
facebook.com/rticommunityservices
YiiT
Mikael Schvili: EMA Chairman & Community Service Officer 2014/15
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for putting up a fabulous event which was very well enjoyed by all the
participating Tablers.
I am happy to place on record that RT Srilanka has come forward to
host the 2016 ASPA meet followed by RT Phillipines in 2017.
Congratulations to all the office bearers of associations for a great year
in Tabling and wishing the new team the very Best for the year ahead!
My Special compliments and appreciation to the PRO Tr Prakash
Kapadia for bringing up the newsflash Every Time On time and this
one being Joint Newsflash with the Ladies Circle.
Look forward to see you soon at the RTI World meet in Visby!
Tr.Harish Shenoy: ASPAChairman & RTI Treasurer 2014-2015

LCI PRESIDENTS MESSAGE
Dear Friends Around the World
Side By Side amazed me at the magnitude of benefits we as organizations have with our partners. From sharing ideas, giving advice and
most important of all, the collaboration between us when it is time for
us to stand together. With the Nepal tragedy, I was amazed at how
quickly 6 organizations, including WOCO Foundation, stood together
with Round Table heading up the campaign!
It is such an honour to be serving on the Ladies Circle International
Board and working with fantastic leaders from our Side by Side partners, Round Table International, 41 International, Tangent Club International and Agora Club International. It has been encouraging as we
all work towards common goals supporting each other and having fun
in the process. What has been truly incredible is exchanging contacts of
possible new countries that are interested as well as members looking
to join, not only on an International level, but also on a national and
local level.
On a personal level, my adventures this year have been incredible
with all the amazing people I have come into contact with and finally
getting to meet so many wonderful ambassadors across our organizations at various events. I have gained so much out of these encounters.

Attending the Agora International AGM in my own country, South
Africa, was really special as the LCI Vice President Ruth joined me in
supporting Agora. Even more memorable, the RTI President Jason
attended the weekend to. It was the start of a great Side by Side
collaboration! Meeting all the Agora ladies including Kelly the Agora
International President after many years of contact on facebook, was
lovely as the South African Circlers joined in the festivities which added
to the excitement.

Meeting in various countries with so many
Tablers has been amazing to see them
encourage and support the ladies at the MTM’s,
all our charters and special events. The AGM’s
were great to follow on facebook as many countries had joint AGM’s. On a local level, my Circle
and I have had great interaction with local
Tablers and with those from my own Table.

Travelling again with LCI VP Ruth to Cyprus and LCI IPP Gitte where we
attended the joint meeting of 41 International AGM and Tangent Club
International. It was Tangents first official AGM and was so proud to
attend and meet up with an old friend of many years, Susanne. Gitte
celebrated her birthday on this day and although her family were not
there to join her, she had her friends from many countries to enjoy and
share the celebration. It was such an unexpected weekend for me as
friends I met years ago, were at the AGM and was pleasantly surprised
to see them after all this time, this was indescribable. I met Makarios
the newly inducted President of 41 International and welcomed Thi
Thanh Thao the Agora VP, at the weekend. This weekend was of huge
significance as Ruth and I met up with RTI President Jason and RTI
Vice President Altaf. Here we connected and discussed future plans,
updating our MOH and together we decided that this weekend, would
be the start of our friendship in years to come by ensuring P’s and VP’s
from RTI and LCI would meet up annually.

Over and above our Side by Side partners there
are many organizations which can be contacted
to assist and support. Take advantage of what
our organizations have to offer as there are
plenty of opportunities arising. It has been an
incredible experience, meeting and working
with dynamic people, all of which will take our
organizations further in the future. Invite each
other to events, support each other, stay in
contact and learn from each other.
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Yours In Friendship
Chantess: LCI President 2014/15

Encourage Empower, Enjoy

LCI TREASURERS MESSAGE
Dear friends all over the world,

most in need of our country.

This second year being part of the LCI Board
was the occasion ‘par excellence’ to live some
great Side by Side moments. During my travels
I was really pleased to see that in so many
countries Ladies Circle, Round Table, 41 Club,
Agora and Tangent have been working closely
together.

Also, last November a Charter 4C1V was signed by the 4 national
presidents allowing to formalise in a symbolic way the collaboration
and commitment of each of these 4 clubs.
I was lucky to attend LC & RT joint AGM of GB & I and Morocco
and I was utterly seduced by the spirit of Circling and Tabling that
was all-present. It was a real pleasure to see how much LC and RT
made a unique team, strong and supportive. They were really lifetime
experiences!

In my country Belgium, a Side by Side charity
action is held each winter in the main train
station in Brussels to provide some food and
other necessities for the homeless. This is
organized under the umbrella of “4 Clubs
1 Vision” that bring together Ladies Circle,
Agora, Round Table and 41 Club.

I also had the pleasure to meet Side by Side fellow members at the
Mid Term Meetings in Austria and Denmark, during the LC Tunis and
LC Saint-Quentin (France) Charter events, at the 10th Anniversary of
LC Luxembourg. And of course at many events I attended in my own
country, Belgium.

Furthermore, last December, these 4 organisations joined hands and enthusiasm for the
project “Christmas in a Box”. In less than one
week, thousands of boxes filled with food and
Christmas presents where given to the ones

They were all warm experiences, opportunities to meet amazing
people and make new friends, have fruitful discussions and share
some wonderful moments and lot, lot, lot of fun!
Ladies Circle, Round Table, Agora, Tangent, 41 Club, we are all working
towards the same goal, sharing the same dream of a better world in
serving the community as best we can. The remarkable international
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cooperation Side by Side for the benefit of Nepal is an outstanding
example of how joining hands and working together can reap huge
rewards and deliver impressive results. Through cooperation, we have
combined our strengths, skills and resources in order to optimise a
fantastic action. The whole is always greater than the sum of its
partners!
Dear friends, let’s remain connected in spirit, in friendship, in collaboration, in action supporting each other for better or worse ;-), in goals
we are all trying to achieve enriching ourselves and the world around
us.
I wish you all a wonderful summer time (or winter for those living on
the other side of the world) and hope to see many of you at the LCI
Conference in Iceland.
In the meantime, keep going by “Making a Difference”: “Encourage,
Empower, Enjoy” the unique and powerful spirit of Side by Side!
Yours in Friendship & Service,
Mariame:
LCI Treasurer 2014-2015

LCI VICE PRESIDENT MESSAGE
This year has certainly offered a number of opportunities for side by
side work with Round Table internationally, nationally and locally.
The Mid Term Meeting in Portugal was a wonderful event with Round
Table attending all the events, supporting their Ladies and guests.
What a great chance to meet the full team in Portugal and I was so
encouraged to witness the energy between the clubs.
I attended the RTBI fundraiser arranged by President Marcus Jones
in Nottingham for a Battle of the Bands night with live music, great
food and great company. It was a good chance to catch up with
Jason Thomson whilst he was in the UK. We were able to swop ideas,
catch up on what was happening in the international arena for both
Round Table and Ladies Circle.
Whilst in Tunisia in March we were supported by the Round Tablers
who joined us at the LC Tunisia Charter and for a number of our meals.
What a great bunch of guys our Circlers have supporting them.
Following on from this was the RTBI President’s Ball at the West
Midlands Safari Park. It was an action packed night with all sorts
of unexpected surprises from photographs in an old English taxi,
dancing robots, auctions and a generous raffle. There was a signif-
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icant amount of money raised. I loved the
opportunity to speak to the Tablers from
around the United Kingdom and even had the
opportunity to persuade a Tabler’s partner to
join my own Circle who too is from Zimbabwe.
It really was an international experience that
night.
I then attended the GB&I National AGM in
Aviemore in Scotland in May and although it
did involve a lot of hard work, as at that point
I was still on the GB&I National Board, we did
ensure we had time to enjoy ourselves too. The
Scottish team certainly know how to throw a
party and every night offered something new
and exciting. It was wonderful to be able to
catch up with a number of our International
guests both from Circle and Round Table.
We had an auction at the AGM and this was
kindly run by our RTI President, Jason, and over
£4,000 was raised that night on behalf of the
All4Nepal appeal. It was very encouraging to
see the support in the room that night and

SIDE BY SIDE RULES!

I came to a precious understanding too this year which stemmed out
of a sad moment I experienced in December 2014. In Botswana we
lost a young Tabler Tshepo Nkitseng (MHSRIP) whom I was never
particularly close to but he had been a part of many serious meetings when we are working on projects and fun Side by Side gatherings
we had both attended in my normal course of Circling. I was deeply
affected by his death and I came to the realisation that our encounters
are real, our relationships are real, the bonds formed between individuals are real and so are those formed between clubs and associations.
Side by Side has found new meaning for me and of course through this
concept I have witnessed an increase in the number of people that I
can say this to :

You Encourage me! You Empower me! I Enjoy you!
reminded me of just how much Table and
Circle care and went to show how well we work
together as a team.
Activities with my own Table have been strong
with various activities, fundraising and social
events during the year and coming up. We
have worked side by side locally for our local
May Day Bower which is a fun filled fair and
then at the end of May we worked together
marshalling for our local marathon which we
have now done together for a number of years.
I am looking forward to proms in the park
where we will all join together with Round
Table, Ladies Circle, 41 Club and Tangent for
an outdoors classical concert in our local park
armed with a picnic basket full of treats , sing
along to the music and sharing our wine. I
couldn’t think of a better way of spending my
evening with such great friends.
YIF
Ruth:
LCI Vice President 14 - 16

Long live the spirit of Friendship and Service. Long life the spirit of
doing this Side by Side
I believe for the first time in my circling life the last 10 months have
seen me experiencing the spirit of Side by Side in a completely refreshingly different way. For many years my experiences of being a Circler
in Botswana were limited to Round Tablers but this time round I have
been with my Agora sisters, my Tangent sisters as well as 41ers who
are so full of life and don’t seem to be a day older than 40. If I had
to describe my experiences in one word the word would have to be
WHOLESOME.
I have recorded some firsts this year with my Side by Side encounters
and they range from spectacular moments such as doing the Gumboot
dance alongside RTI President JT and then outgoing President Agora
Club Sandy in sunny South Africa, meeting a long time Facebook friend
in person and having an absolute ball of a time with 41er Lawrence
Bamber at the first ever Tangent Club International AGM where I was
a guest of the phenomenal Tangent President Susanna or meeting my
co-VP Altaf for the first time and being able to instantly have things to
talk about and everything else in between like having a catch up with
Moffat exRTI President, going to events with Kgomotso the founding
Agora Club Botswana President . These may sound like normal encounters but they are real and have left a wealth of magical moments of a
life well lived as LCI VP.
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YIF
Ruth: LCI Vice President 14 - 16

and sister organizations many blessings as they continue in their desire
to Be the Light and bring positive energy and change to a world that is
in so much need.

When you think about Side-By-Side and what it
really means to all of us, it brings about so many
images and memories of joint efforts by all of our
brother and sister organizations. It is so wonderful
that we all continue to reach out not only to our
communities in need, but to each other in our
common desire to share our gifts with others
less fortunate. We are all grounded and based
on the strong foundation of Round Table which
began in Norwich, England in 1927 and since
then have grown in many wonderful and diverse
ways which has allowed us to continue to reach
in and reach out and broaden our spectrum
and become a more global entity and strength.
May our good fortune continue and thrive as we
embrace this world in need, encourage change
and healing, and empower others to better their
paths and lives! Agora wishes all of our brother

In 1987 a group of former members of Ladies’ Circle in Lille France
started the first AGORA Club to continue in the wonderful international friendships and camaraderie that so many of us had formed
and enjoyed in Ladies Circle. AGORA Club International continues to
grow and today has clubs in 17 countries and individual members in an
additional 6 countries. Our clubs are made up of women from diverse
backgrounds due to its open membership which enhances our club by
encouraging both former Ladies Circlers and non Circlers to join together
to continue in the effort and spirit of making a difference. Our motto
“Donner Et Tolerer”, Service and Tolerance, is the basis and essence of
our foundation.
AGORA Club is dynamically involved in service projects on a local,
national and international level, fundraising in aid of those less fortunate, having raised in excess of €100,000 globally for local charities to
date in this 2014-15 year. We actively support Ladies Circle, on a local
national and international level, contributing over €18000 financially to
the Ladies Circle International Service Projects Ecpat and Viva con Agua,
and this year will turn over a donation in excess of €8500 for the current
ISP, Children of the Dump in Cambodia. We are earnestly campaigning,
fundraising and contributing funds for the joint initiative All4Nepal, and
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will continue to do so together side by side, with our brother and sister
organizations until we see this country begin to recover, rise up and see
hope and a brighter future in the new schools being built for the future
and revitalization of their country which was so recently been devastated
by earthquakes.
Here are just a few of the diverse and dynamic projects that Agora clubs
around the globe have been involved with in Side by Side collaboration:
AC Belgium- as part of 4 Clubs 1 Vision which includes LC, AC, RT and
41 Club - has for several years supported the operation Xmas in a box
started by the Samaritans that hand over food and presents to the poor.
AC Tangent Germany Ladies against K.-O.-Drops National Service
project of Ladies Circle Germany in cooperation with AC Tangent
Germany. The name of the national service project 2013-2015 is: K.O.cktail – horrible drops in a glass – a campaign against these dangerous
drops where the affected person will lose awareness and wake up in an
unknown place, unaware of what has happened or how they may have
been victimized in the last hours.
A fundraising perpetual calendar of 12 artistic impressions of photos
of towns where Agora Tangent Clubs and Ladies Circle are located and
work together on this project Side by side!

AC France
SIDE BY SIDE IN FRANCE = QUATALAGOR
Quatalagor is the French side-by-side version linking our four Clubs of the
Round Table Family. The name itself shows it clearly: QUArante-et-un +
TAble-Ronde + LAdies’Circle + aGORa. It has already a pretty long un-official story, but the first true Quatalagor meeting took place last April in
Soissons, France. All four Clubs held their own national meetings at the
same place. One full half day was dedicated to the specialists’ get-together of our four clubs.
One month before, the 4 national Presidents had already met in Meaux
for the Cabaret Night organized by the local Clubs. The funds were raised
for Amitié-Assistance, our common instrument of solidarity between the
4 clubs. It’s worthwhile to mention that the well-established RT “Voiles de
l’Espoir” gives some days of joy at sea to cancer sick children and receives
more and more participants from our 4 clubs.
AC Romania – Ladies Circle and Agora Club celebrated LCI together. In
addition the four Clubs RT, 41, LC and Agora club organised a Xmas party
for family and friends.
AC Morocco – has contributed significantly in collecting donations
distributed to villagers in need in the Ladies Circle rally with their SUVs,
they have sponsored a youth center for delinquent young teenage girls

providing them with clothes, cosmetics and much needed compassion
all while maintaining the spirit of side by side in common meetings with
Round Table, 41 Club, and Ladies Circle.
AC South Africa – a wonderful trans-continental collaboration between
AC Belgium and AC South Africa with Eyes of the World, led to testing
nearly 1200 children with 200 spetacles now on the eyes of those
children in need of better vision, all made possible by a successful AC
Belgium Lokeren fundraiser giving €5000 towards this project, along
with donations from LC South Africa.
AC UK – supports Southend Colourthon - an annual event, and initiative
set up by our local Round Table where walkers are encouraged to dress
as brightly as their imagination will allow them to and to raise money for
any registered charity of their choice, so whatever is close to their heart,
and a total of 212 charities benefitted from this years’ events.
As service clubs our diversity is our strength, and benefits all as we
continue to share in our common desire to help those less fortunate.
Our hearts and our spirits transcend any barriers of language, culture or
beliefs, to the more important common good of our precious world and
that of our brothers and sisters in need. What are we, if not for each
other? What purpose have we, if not for the betterment of our fellow
companions in this life? For life is short and we must do what we can,
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right now, today… for there are no promises of
tomorrow. There is no time like the present and
no present like time.
Side by Side with our brothers and sisters is
simply our core and essence, and manifests itself
not only in our service but is engrained much
deeper in our shared friendships and existence
that will continue throughout our lifetimes. How
fortunate we are to have one another to share
with in this incredible journey.
To all of our fellow members, our comrades of
our closely entwined and related organizations,
we thank you for your friendship, for your endless
energy and intentions, for your continued efforts
in bringing change through positive actions, for
making the difference where you are, where you
can, and for your continued and cherished friendship on a local, national and international level.
In Love & Friendship
ACI Board 2014-2015
Kelly, Martine, Thanh Thao, Sandy & Karin

TCI PRESIDENTS MESSAGE
GREETINGS

It gives me great pleasure to send you all very
warm summer greetings on behalf of Tangents
form all over the world, we appreciate that you
once more welcome us in your summer newsletter – and we feel proud and happy, that you
recognize Tangents wherever you meet them,
thank you

TCI AGM 2015

The first TCI AGM took place in Cyprus on the
24th April 2015, the event were hosted by
Tangent Cyprus and 41 Cyprus. We had the
pleasures of welcoming LCI President Chantess,
LCI Vice President Ruth and LCI Immediate
Past President Gitte, RTI President Jason, 41
International Vice President Makarios and ACI
Vice President Ly
It seems that our AGM were the most interesting event of the day – as we were able to
keep four nice gentlemen for most of our AGM
we are happy that we can live the aims and
objective of TCI

It might have been a bit stressful planning the first TCI AGM as
everything was a first and for us trying to be as professional as LCI
International Board – but being at the AGM having the exact same
feeling as taking part in the LCI AGM showed that the friendship
continues, that the ways of Circling and the culture of Circling stay in
our hearts – we are only a bit older in body – but in mind and spirit we
are still Circlers
During our AGM we welcomed Tangent Club Suomi Finland as full
member country, Tangent Club Belgium, Tangent Club Lithuania and
Tangent Club Ukraine as associate member country a growth in TCI
Countries almost 100 % in one year – well done by the TCI Councillors
and all travelling Tangents that extend their hand in friendship when
ever visiting around the world of the Round Table Family
At the TCI HYM 2015 in Birmingham on the 24th October – we will
welcome Tangent Club Zambia –and we look forward to welcome
more member countries during the year 2015-2016.
The first TCI AGM will go into history as a wonderful day at a perfectly
planned and well run Conference 2015 in Cyprus.

FIRST TCI CHARTER

The first Charter in Tangent Club International. It was summer 2014
when 15 Ex-circlers decided to found a Tangent association in Finland.
Only few months later, at November 15th, Tangent Finland was
founded and in conjunction with Finnish Old Tablers’ AGM, April 11th
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2015, they had their Charter Ceremony and the first AGM.
The Charter Memorandum was signed by the founders of Tangent
Finland and Tangent Sweden National IRO Lotta Fritz of behalf of TCI
and Tangent Sweden as a godmother. Anna Åkesson read the greetings on behalf of TCI President Susanne Nørager, Tangent Finland was
the first Tangent Country and National Board to be chartered after the
TCI itself were chartered in May 2014.
Chairman Anne Suomalainen with other founder members was proud
to present the Charter Memorandum. There was one vote at the AGM,
members of Tangent Club Suomi Finland voted for full membership of
TCI and at TCI’s first AGM in Cyprus, Tangent Finland became a Full
Member Country of TCI.
We proudly present the first National Board of Tangent Finland with 12
members and today the national association already has 74 members.
Tangent Finland shall work in close co-operation with the RT-family by
having HYM in conjunction with Ladies Circle Finland’s HYM and AGM
in conjunction with Old Tablers Finland’s AGM.

WORKING TOGETHER AS EQUALS

was once my motto as LCI President a motto that this year became
a reality as the Circlers and Tablers on of Nepal called for action – LCI
President Chantess and RTI President Jason never hesitated – they
asked us all for help – and the reality ALL4Nepal – the first joint charity
event became a reality – it is a pleasure for us to have been invited to

be part and to work together as equals with Circlers, Tablers, 41-ers,
members of Agora and WOCO to help.

TCI INTERNAITONAL BOARD 2015-2016
TCI President
Susanne Nørager
(Tangent Denmark)

TCI Vice President
Anna Åkesson
(Tangent Sweden)

TCI Treasurer
Gerd-Inger Kaasen
(Tangent Norway)

TCI Secretary
Ia Patsalides Ioannou
(Tangent Cyprus)

TCI Board member
Tyyne Hietanen
(Tangent Finland)

TCI Board member
Janice O’Neill
(Tangent Great Britain)

Please find our contact information on
www.tangentclubinternational.org
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2015-2016

The TCI Vice President Anna Åkesson will take
part in your LCI AGM 2015 in Iceland – and I
hope Anna will return to us with memories and
stories for us to enjoy for our next TCI BM – we
will toast you most likely in Champagne – and
thank you for keeping Ladies Circle International young and sparkling
We look forward to work together with you in
2015-2016 – and to take part in your national
service projects whenever we can be of help,
please do call upon us – and we will do our very
best to be there for you.
We all look forward to meet you at National and
International Circlers and Tablers events during
2015-2016 and we hope that you will take
part in our TCI HYM in 24th October 2015 in
Birmingham, England and at the TCI AGM 23rd
April 2016 in Landshut, Germany.
Extend your hand in friendship
Susanne Nørager
President Tangent Club International 2015-16

41 INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENTS MESSAGE - LOOKING TOWARDS THE FUTURE
and in some countries 45, does not mean the end of your career as a
Tabler. Round Tablers have the chance to keep on meeting, Tabling and
to follow the same path in a little bit more relaxing way and that is by
becoming a member of 41 Club.

We always cherish
and have as priority
friendship and cooperation with Round Table.
Because indeed, this is
what 41 International
does. It is an international
organization
that offers ex-Round
Table members the chance to keep on meeting,
tabling and to continue international friendships that started from Round Table.
41 Club is the future of Round Table and Round
Table is the past of 41 Club. Your 40th birthday

The past 41 International AGM in April, in Limassol, was a historical
event for our Organizations, Round Table International & 41 International, because we signed a very important Side by Side Memorandum
Of Understanding together. Both Organizations have common ground
and roots, common issues and concerns and with this Side By Side
Memorandum Of Understanding we will continue, improve, strengthen
and enforce our relation and strategize a common future, to ensure the
growth and continuity of each Organization.
We should work together and Keep close relations on international level,
national and local level. We encourage you to promote any possible
means of communication - to hold regular joint board meetings at all
levels - to identify common charity projects, and look for methods of
encouraging growth on both organizations.
We will stay in contact and have good relations with the other Round
Table family related Organizations such Ladies Circle, Tangent and
Agora.
With Round Table International as a leading coordinator we are making
history. For the first time ever, we have a global partner campaign with
all Round Table Family Organizations, 41 International, Ladies Circle
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International, Tangent International, Agora and WoCo Foundation, to
help the community of Nepal, for immediate relief aid and long term
aspirations to help rebuild the schools and invest in the future of Nepal.
We encourage you all to embrace this effort and support it by donating
and/or buying pins from the all4nepal web page. This is the time to
show our strength and reach out to help those in need.
We will maintain and strengthen the bond of international friendship
which unites all Tablers and ex-Tablers, for the growth and improvement of our Organizations.
By working together and by standing together we will be stronger, we
can achieve more and we will lead our Organizations to a better future.
The sky is our limit.
The new 41 International Board 2015 - 2016 taken over with President
Makarios Charalambides at the head and Engelbert Friedsam joins as
Vice President. Bruce Mckay will be the Vice President Elect with Alex
Abela will be the Treasurer for 2015-18. Carsten Flink serves as Immidiate Past President and Sid functions as Secretary till 2016
And of course do not forget to have fun, enjoy fellowship and make
new friends.
Makarios Charalambides
President 41 International 2015-2016

